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A MESSAGE FROM OUR

HEAD OF SCHOOL
Earlier this semester we asked parents to fill out our annual parent survey. This survey
gives our community the chance to let the school know how they feel it is currently
performing, as well as provide input on the future direction of the school.
I would like to discuss in this article what our parents indicated were the areas Berkeley
should focus on for growth going forward. In the survey, we asked our parents their
thoughts on Berkeley’s future for curriculum, facilities, class and course offerings, and
extracurricular activities.
In regards to curriculum, parents indicated by a two to one margin that they prefer we
remain an American curriculum school, rather than moving to the IB curriculum. While
both options provide an excellent educational basis for students, Berkeley has always
chosen to follow the American curriculum in the belief that it does an excellent job of
preparing students for their lives after high school. The school appreciates our parents’
feedback and support on this matter.
In response to the question about future growth preferences for expanded course
offerings, there was a strong consensus among our parents that Berkeley should focus
on growth in the area of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics).
This was echoed in our facilities growth question, with more than 6 in 10 parents
indicating it as their preferred focus for future expansion.
Finally, in response to the question about extra-curricular activities, parents had three
clear preferences for increased offerings: overnight trips, general interest activities
(games, cooking, etc.), and our athletics programs. While our extra-curricular activities
have been curtailed in recent years due to covid, we are looking forward to bringing
back a full slate next year.
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This feedback from parents is
incredibly valuable to us as we
develop our long-term goals and
school development plans. Our
primary goal will always be to provide
our students and community with
the education, activities, and facilities
that are relevant to and important for
their future, and this feedback will
help us to do so.
I wish everyone in our community a
safe and happy Songkran holiday,
and I look forward to a strong finish to
the year.
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PROJECT BASED LEARNING
SECONDARY

PRINCIPAL

MR.

JP

This past week the staff at Berkeley were given the opportunity to work with Andrew Miller, the Director of
Teaching and Learning at The Singapore American School. Andrew currently serves on the National
Faculty for the Buck Institute for Education and ASCD. He travels internationally working with educators
to improve classrooms through innovative strategies. We were excited to have him come to Thailand but
also we were excited to continue our work on Project Based Learning (PBL). When you research PBL you
might find a definition like this, ''PBL is the act of learning through identifying a real world problem and
developing its solution. Kids show what they learn as the journey through the unit, not just at the end.”
Projects that ask students to challenge, reflect, critique & revise, inquire, share, and contribute their voice
to a greater discussion.

THANKFUL FOR
COMMUNITY
PRIMARY

PRINCIPAL

MR.

JAKE

As we move into the final quarter of the
school year, let us embrace all we have
achieved so far this year. It has certainly been
a year of ups and downs, with challenges
and obstacles littered along the way. How
comforting, though, that our students have
continued to show the grit and steely resolve
that typifies the well-rounded Berkeley
student. With Songkran approaching, let us
embrace its key message of embracing
goodwill,
love,
compassion.
and
thankfulness. For while the year has been a
challenging one, we do have much to be
thankful for.
I am thankful for a community that puts the
needs of its children first. I am thankful for
the love and joy our students show around
the school, offering support, love and
kindness to their close friends, and also to
less familiar faces across the campus. It is
easy to lose perspective in times like these,
but I am always thankful to come to school
each day and feel blessed being part of a
community such as ours.
Happy Songkran to all! May your break be
filled with water guns, family, and friendship.

So, how is PBL going to push Berkeley forward?
Andrew tells us to “focus on critical thinking,
problem solving, collaboration, and project
management. Projects build skills, habits of mind
and work, and personal qualities (such as
perseverance or creativity), based on what teachers,
schools, parents and communities value, but the
fundamental ability to think critically, solve
problems, work with others and manage projects
are crucial stepping stones to future success.”
During our two days working with Andrew the staff
at Berkeley had the opportunity to build a project
like this from the ground up. Teachers modeled
collaboration and team building. They took risks
and shared their projects with each other. They got
feedback and were able to lend their voice to
others as we worked together to meet this
challenge of Project Based Learning.
We learned how to bring together the seven
essential project design elements of a great project.
At the center are the Learning Goals: the key
knowledge, understanding, and success skills you
want students to learn. Built into its design is a
challenging real-world problem or open ended
question. Andrew says that when teachers design
and conduct a project with student-friendly driving
questions it focuses their task like a thesis focuses
an essay. This in turn makes learning more
meaningful for students.
Research shows that Project Based Learning boosts
student achievement at all grade levels. We learned
that it can be an effective way of engaging students
in meaningful learning. We would like to thank
Andrew Miller for coming to Thailand and
delivering an excellent professional development
for our staff. Now begins the exciting work of
making these projects come alive in our
classrooms.
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Wellness
WEEK
The meaning of wellness is the state of being in good health,
especially as an actively pursued goal and encompasses
different aspects of health including physical, mental,
social and more. Teaching children about self-care can
help them deal with the day-to-day stress of life in healthy
ways. Now more than ever young learners are faced with
unprecedented challenges, having knowledge of
strategies and methods they can use to help them cope
in these difficult moments can make all the difference,
and can help improve decision making, mental health and
overall well-being.
Wellness Week here at Berkeley aimed to teach students
about how to strive for wellness in their lives through
balanced choices and equip them with the tools and
strategies they need to succeed and be happy.
Throughout the school, our community participated in
age appropriate activities focusing on the Mind, Body,
Heart and Spirit!
Our Kindergarten students started each day with a
mindful moment, including meditation, yoga, singing and
dancing. During the week they made delicious healthy
smoothies, went on a nature hunt to find treasure and
created awesome mandalas. They also collaborated to
create a wonderful gratitude tree and a fierce lion to
show their spirit! Each day they documented their
thoughts, feelings and experiences in their wellness
journal.
Primary and Secondary students also spent time each day
exploring wellness during break times as well as in
classes. Primary students repeated daily affirmations as
small reminders and practiced meditation and exercise.
High school psychology students shared information
about different aspects of mental health and well being.
Middle and High school students also participated in
wellness workshops during Friday homeroom, spending
time working together and taking a well deserved break.
The biggest hit of the week was certainly the karaoke
station where students sang with their friends and filled
Berkeley campus with music and laughter!
Wellness is a lifestyle mindset and goes beyond just one
thing or one week. We hope everyone in our Berkeley
community continues to prioritize wellness in their lives,
during Wellness week and beyond!
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“Our bodies are our gardens, our wills are our gardeners” -William Shakespeare

Chinese New Year
By: Ms. Amy

The Chinese New Year falls on a different date each
year. This festival marks the end of winter and the
beginning of a long-awaited spring! It was on
Tuesday, February 1st 2022. We had a whole school
dress up day together to celebrate this festival.
The celebration typically lasts 16 consecutive days. In
Mandarin classes, we had many different kinds of
linguistic and cultural events. We learned about the
history and traditions of the lunar new year, lunar
calendar and the legends of Nian beast. The Chinese
Zodiac was introduced to students and we all had
fun exploring the character traits of each animal.
Chinese New Year greetings and calligraphy writings
were practiced as well as the words for 12 Zodiac
animals. Chinese lanterns, couplets, posters, tiger
crafts etc were made by students with great joy.
According to the Chinese Zodiac, 2022 is the Year of
the water Tiger. The Tiger is known to be the king of
all beasts in Chinese culture, and is seated third in the
Chinese zodiac. May the year of the tiger bring you
lots of happiness.

Kinder Book Week
By: Ms. Bela

We had an amazing week commemorating
the annual Berkeley Book Bonanza!
Berkeley Kindergarteners had a fantastic
time participating in a variety of experiences
to celebrate books and opened their minds to
a magical world of endless possibilities.
Thanks to the amazing book week team, we
were provided with different book themes
and activities each day. The themes were
about family, humor, inspiration, animals and
all about books. Each day, we explored virtual
slides full of stories, dancing & singing and fun
hands-on activities. The highlights of our
week were reading the classic ‘Where’s
Wally?’ book and challenging our detective
skills by finding hidden Wallys around the
school. We also enjoyed participating in
collaborative class activities where we
created door decorations based on a book
and put together a class book that expressed
why we love our class through drawings and
lovely words. We rounded off the week with a
Book Character Dress Up Day! Students
enjoyed celebrating their favorite characters
and showcasing their amazing costumes with
a parade!
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WHEN NOT TO SPEND A
WEEKEND IN A VILLA
ON AN ISLAND...
Ms. Ellis
...That’s more or less the advice you want to give to the
characters in ‘And Then There Were None’, which is the play
that the High School Performing Arts students are rehearsing at
the moment.
Originally written in 1939 as a novel by Agatha Christie and
subsequently adapted the writer for the stage, this murdermystery offers its audience nervechilling moments. On top of
that, it turns its audience into detectives by offering little morsels
of information on who could be the murderer, but Christie
makes it difficult for us to find out who that could be; no worry,
all will be revealed.
This Who-Done-It scenario caught the attention of the
Performing Arts students at the beginning of the school year,
and working on a play means focusing on acting skills. The
students are now working on these skills with great commitment
as none of the characters (or actors) can give the story away by
showing that he or she might be the killer. We want to keep the
audience in suspense until the last moment!
The play (1943) has the title ‘And then there were none’ and we
leave it up to your imagination to think what that happens in the
story. However, the novel has gone through several different
titles that didn’t stand the test of time, as these would be seen
as politically incorrect nowadays. Agatha Christie herself
thought that this was the most difficult story to write during her
career, but her effort to write this complicated plot brilliantly paid
off, as the book has sold more than 100 million copies
worldwide ever since.
Overall, Christie - nicknamed ”Queen of Crime” - wrote 80
novels and short-story collections, but also14 plays; ‘The
Mousetrap’ is the most famous among those, and it is still being
performed in theaters around the world on a regular basis.
The cast of 11 have thrown themselves into the complicated
story, and some originally male characters will now see a
woman performing the part. And the other way around. So you
have to be paying attention during this exciting story!
Due to Covid, the play will now be performed on 18th, 19th and
20th May. We hope to see you all in the theater!
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SCIENCE IN
G R A D E 5 By: Mr. Blake
In preparation for Science Week, the fifth graders have
been doing experiments, engineering design, and learning
about natural disasters and pollution. In class, we made
models to show why it rains in some places in the world
and not in others. Students learned about the
hydrosphere and groundwater, and they used their
knowledge of Science to help protect a hypothetical farm
from a drought. The students also learned why and how
hurricanes form. Later, the fifth grade classes researched
some environmental problems, like pollution in the air
and water, and what causes them. They used this
knowledge and research to write persuasive essays. Much
of this research was geared towards air pollution and the
students started to learn about electric vehicles and how
this could help with air pollution in Bangkok. Did you
know that the government in Thailand is planning on
pumping billions of dollars into electric vehicles over the
next few years? Let’s Go Green!

CONTINENTS
By: Ms. Bridget
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K3B recently finished studying Continents and Oceans. We started
with the continents and as we learned about each the children cut
out a large replica and started making a classroom wall map. Our
classroom has a Continent Box for each continent and included
inside are animal cards, flags for each country and famous landmarks.
After all 7 continents were studied and created, we moved on to the
oceans. We studied the 5 Oceans and added labels to our wall map.
The children made posters representing each Ocean and placed
them in order by size. This project allowed great group work and they
all felt very proud of their accomplishments.
In addition to this, the children learned about direction- North, East,
South and West and the Equator, which we added to our class map
as well.
After studying the Oceans K3B started learning about Land and Water
Forms. They loved these lessons and made booklets for each form.
They learned that for every land form there is a matching water form.
They learned about isthmus and strait, gulf and peninsula, cape and
bay, system of lakes and archipelago, and lake and island.
We finished our Water unit studying the Water Cycle. They especially
loved singing the Water Cycle Song. This really helped them
8
remember the different stages of the water cycle.

MIDDLE SCHOOL MATH
BY: MR. CHASE
This quarter, MS students have been hard at work in the classroom. It
is nice for students to be able to collaborate in person and only use
online as a tool, not a necessity. The Algebra 1 students have been
creating their own Roller Coasters. As difficult as this may sound, they
have been doing well. They are using the three “parent functions” to
create lines on a graph on what they could see as roller coasters. They
then put these functions into one big piece-wise function. The 7th
graders have been learning about circles to get ready for pi day. The
students must find the area and circumference of the circles and even
created fantastic pictures. Like the 7th graders, the 6th graders are
learning area as well, but with quadrilaterals. These shapes include
triangles,rhombus’, parallelograms, and rhombus’. The students are
back and ready for the next activity.

LET'S MOVE

BY: MS. CHRISTINE

This quarter the Elementary classes have been focussing on their
movement and breath work as part of their character development
process. Movement helps our actors to ignite their voices while also
developing and creating their characters physically, having the
opportunity to show the audience who they are before the character
speaks. Breath supports the actors voice and makes it strong, by
learning to control your breath on stage the actor improves their
voice clarity and stops sentences trailing off while also keeping the
volume of the voice loud.
Movement especially is a brilliant opportunity for children to build
their confidence in performing in front of peers and audiences, you
especially notice this in our early stages of Elementary where we
focus on movement tasks. Grade one uses animals to transform into,
using their imagination to picture different animals and use their
movement to become that character. Grade two have been working
on pantomime, where they focus on acting with your movement and
not using your voice. Each week they become more confident
performing around one another, performing in large groups together
while also confidently presenting to their peers solo.
As with our younger groups, our older Elementary classes must focus
on the development of characters with movement. At this age group
the movement comes a little more naturally through personal
experiences and practice of playing different characters. Through
improvisation and script work this year, the students have been
doing a wonderful job developing characters and understanding the
importance of their characters movement and how it draws the
attention of the audience to notice an actor's character.
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ELEMENTARY
MUSIC
MS. CLAIRE
In ES Music have had a fantastic quarter of discovery and
creativity. Lower elementary have been undertaking a practical
exploration of music theory while upper elementary have been
delving into classic repertoire ranging from The Beatles to
Opera. All students have been engaging in musical analysis,
performance practice and composition.
Highlights of the quarter include:
Kinder 3 interpreting sound maps and moving to the beat
Grade 1 analyzing melodies in terms of pitch and tempo
Grade 2 studying Takadimi rhythm and relating it to Indian
Konnakol
Grade 3 writing and presenting their own body percussion
pieces
Grade 4 learning about song structure through Beatles’ music
Grade 5 writing lyrics for a mini opera
During both General and Instrumental Music lessons, students
have shown their Berkeley PRIDE, demonstrating resilience and a
growth mindset. It is a joy to watch them blossom into positive
and well-rounded musicians and members of society. We will be
keeping up the momentum as we begin rehearsals for the ES
Musical, which we look forward to performing at the end of the
semester!

WINDSTORMS

ELLENAD .SM

Grade 3 students learned a lot about wind storms through
readings, videos, and other activities. The problem that
was posed to the Grade 3 students was what could they
do to keep a house from blowing away in a windstorm.
The students viewed a few videos of what can happen to
homes, cars, and so on during a windstorm as well as
thought through various ways they could make the house
stronger and keep the roof from blowing off.
In order for them to find a solution to this problem, they
were given a model of a house and a few supplies they
could use to engineer a way to prevent their roof from
blowing off their house. They were to create two different
designs, test each design using a fan, assess the strengths
and weaknesses of their designs, and draw conclusions
about what they learned.
It was quite an eventful afternoon watching them work
through this problem and testing out their different
designs. They truly celebrated when they were successful
and re-evaluated their designs when their roofs blew off.
As a teacher, it was exciting to watch them succeed as
well as encouraging to watch them learn from their
mistakes and improve their designs. Berkeley lions are
learning in so many different ways!
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COURSE
SELECTION
MS. EMILY

Spring semester is a busy time for high school students
as they participate in student-led conferences, plan
high school prom, prepare for final exams, and last but
not least, choose their courses for next school year!
Berkeley is fortunate to have amazing teachers who are
passionate about their subject areas, and students are
always excited to explore their course options and plan
their schedules. High school course selection is an
important process as it allows students to meet
graduation requirements, fulfill college admissions
requirements, and explore interesting elective courses.
Course selection for the 2022-2023 school year kicked
off in February. Students in grades 8-12 attended group
meetings to learn about the process and receive the
Berkeley International School Secondary Course
Catalogue, which includes descriptions of courses
offered at Berkeley. Over the next couple of weeks,
students had time to peruse the course catalogue and
decide what they want to take in 2022-2023. Each
student had an individual academic advising meeting
to discuss and finalize course requests. These meetings
also covered topics such as student interests and goals,
graduation progress, postsecondary planning, college
admissions testing, and our college counseling
platform (Cialfo). Students can look forward to
receiving their official 2022-2023 course schedule
before the end of this school year!

G5 JOKES
MS. COURTNEY

In Did you hear about the bread and butter?
I can’t tell you anymore, you might spread it Ms. Courtney
Why were the teachers' eyes crossed?
She couldn’t control her pupils - Ms.
Courtney
Why do dads bring one more pair of socks to go
golfing?
In case they get a hole in one - Gabriel
What did one ocean say to the other ocean?
Nothing, they just waved - Tiger
What do you call a boomerang that won’t come
back?
A stick - Emma
Why was the six afraid of nine?
Because nine eight seven - Tara
Ever tried to eat a clock?
It’s time consuming - Charlotte
Why don’t eggs tell jokes?
They’d crack each other up - Athena
What did one traffic light say to the other?
Stop looking! I’m changing! - Yash
Knock knock. Who’s there? Isabel. Isabel who?
Isabel not working? - Arm
What do you call a blind dinosaur?
Do-you-think-he-saurus - Kristina
Why can;t your nose be 12 inches long?
Because it would be a foot - Kim
What time would it be if Godzilla came to school?
Time to run - Max
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ROMEO AND JULIET

BY: MS. DANIELLE

“For never was a story of more woe than this of Juliet and her Romeo.” Many students are
often intimidated by Shakespeare and his plays, but not the Berkeley 9th graders! This
remarkable group has been so excited to explore the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. Along the
way, students have explored the themes, famous quotations, family dynamics, and discussed
the play through both a classic and modern perspective. Some fun activities we have done to
help ensure our understanding:
1. Acting the play out throughout the Berkeley Campus
2. Writing secret love letters to Romeo and Juliet so they don’t get caught by their family
members
3. Rewriting scenes with modern language, and then performing them
4. Creating playlists for the characters, with explanations to support how the songs fit the
themes of the story.
5. Watching various adaptations of the play and comparing them to the original text and
each other.
The words of Shakespeare are challenging, but the students of English 9 are up for the task.
Together they create a safe environment where their classmates can ask questions, act out
the roles, and play all the characters, and have fun while doing it! It is so wonderful to see the
students support each other, because acting out a play can be really intimidating. We have
found some wonderful actors and Shakespeare scholars here! What’s great about all these
assignments is it shows students how capable of rising to the challenge they are. Translating
and understanding Sheakespere is already hard enough, and many of our students have the
added difficulty of English not being their first language. Through hard work, critical thinking,
collaboration, discussion, and lots of vocabulary practice, students are really capturing the
meaning and nuance of his words, symbolism, and puns.

“What I generally enjoy about the play of Romeo and Juliet is how
genius it is in figurative language and word play. Another reason
why the play is great is how despite the play and writing being
dated back to the 1600s, you can somewhat see that the literature
still applies to modern times and such. Overall moderately difficult
play to read and understand, besides that it's still an awesome play
to read and act out.”- Cheetah

“I think that Romeo & Juliet is actually pretty interesting! When I first started reading it, I was rather clueless
on what was going on because of the old language they use in it. But now through studying it in English
lessons, I understand how to read and spot the irony behind many words Shakespeare uses much better
and can appreciate the play further. My favorite part of the play is that Shakespeare uses multiple wordplay
throughout this tragedy, it's really fun to spot and interpret the double meanings behind them”- Audrey

“I like how Shakespeare compares something to
another thing, and keeps the concept of stars. I also
like how he wrote a lot of memorable quotes.” - Grace

Berkeley Sports
G10 David and Ken

On Monday, February 21, 2022, Varsity Boys and Varsity Girls had a Football/Soccer
game at ICS ( International Community School ). Players for the boys' team are: David,
Flippo, Kento, Cammy, Alex, Seb, Shan, Mumu, Yo Phin, Jess, Lion, and Jacob. The girls'
team includes: Alice, Amanda, Natalie, Sky, Julia, Bennie, Celine, Gina, Bell, and Mango.
Boys lost the game by 1-5 and Girls also lost by 0-6. We lost the game because we didn’t
have enough time to practice and the stamina was bad.
To improve : We will need more pratice make sure we are 100% in trainning and play
more as a team. During the game we were rushing the game we just wanted to get the
ball up felid and score. but that is not what we should have not we should pass the ball
aroun the back to tire out the other team and then when we see a opening we all go as
a team to try to score.
On February 24, 2022 there was a basketball game between Wells International school
and Berkeley International School. Both the boys’ and girls’ teams lost because they
did not have enough time to train and to be prepared for the match.

*David Russo G10 Sizzor kick

On Monday, February 28, 2022, there was a plan to play a football game against ICS but
it was postponed because some of the players had to isolate due to COVID contacts.
However, we still have a plan to play a basketball game against Wells International
School. Last time,we lost against them, so we are going to revenge on them this time.
Recently, the COVID situation has settled down and many sporting activities have
resumed. However, not all clubs have reopened as before, so we can't wait until Corona
is completely settled and every student will participate in sports clubs and
competitions against other international schools.
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Girl Soccer u14
Mr. Kobus
This year our middle
school girls joined forces
and made up our U14 girls
soccer team.
We had a quiet first few
training sessions with not
many girls showing up, but
by the second week our
attendance was looking
top-class. We worked hard
at training to improve as
players and to bring all the
heat this season.
Thursday February 24, 2022
we played our first (and
only) game of the season
versus our neighbors up the
road,
International
Community School, ICS. Our
Berkeley players did very
well despite ICS scoring a
couple of early goals. I was
very
proud
of
and
impressed with how resilient
our players were. Our
players kept fighting and
trying despite the score.
Well done, U14 girls, you
can all be proud of
yourselves.
Special thanks to Ms. Sarah
Nickel for all of her help
and guidance too.

history Day
Mr. James
This quarter 7th and 8th grade students in social studies
participated in a project called History Day. This is a project
completed by middle school and high school students throughout
the United States and international schools that allows students
to choose a historical topic of their choice as long as it relates to
the annual theme. This year the theme was “Debate and
Diplomacy: Successes, Failures, Consequences.”
History Day is one of my favorite projects to teach. It gives
students a chance to take ownership of their learning in social
studies. We had topics from a variety of time periods and regions.
A few examples include the Space Race, 1the Irish Potato Famine,
D-Day, the Calculus controversy, the Montgomery Bus Boycott,
Chinese pirate Zheng Yi Sao, Deigo Maradona’s Hand of God,
Impressionism, and Galileo.
After choosing their topics students spent a number of class
periods researching to find out as much as they could about their
topic using various online sources. Next, students had to take
their research and begin to synthesize the information into a
thesis statement and five section summaries that told the
background, key details, and impact of their topic. The final step
was creating a website that included their writing and primary
source visuals. Students then presented their websites to teach
their peers about their History Day topic in class. The whole
process of completing the History Day project gives students an
opportunity to practice skills such as organizing notes, writing a
thesis statement, synthesizing information from multiple sources,
editing and revising in the writing process, and presenting to an
audience. These are skills that will significantly help them in high
school and beyond.
Scan the QR code or go to
bit.ly/BerkeleyHD2022
to find the web links for
all of our 2021-2022
History Day projects!
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MYSTERY
SCIENCE
MS. JANE
Grade 4 students have had a great time investigating the science of sound in our new unit, “Waves of Sound”. Grade 4
was hooked from the get go with a music video by composer Nigel Stanford showcasing a series of devices that make
sound waves visible. Students went on to explore the vibrations that allow us to communicate across distances,
creating their very own paper cup telephones! They were challenged with improving the designs using only limited
materials. Some successful models included a phone for three-way conversations, a louder phone using elastic bands,
and a phone that reached a greater distance. Even those that weren’t successful with improvements still had a great
time testing out their designs and recognizing that failed attempts are still learning opportunities!
The following mystery asked students to explore the role air plays in enabling sound vibrations to travel. They
conducted investigations with balloons to experience the vibrations caused by the sound of their voices. What
happens if there is no air, like in space? Ask a fourth grader to explain what would happen if someone screamed in
space!
In our upcoming mystery, students explore why some sounds are high and some are low, using a digital tool called an
oscilloscope. They put their skills to the test as they analyze the data from these tools to determine how wavelengths
differ between high and low pitch sounds. Students begin to explore the relationship between wavelength and
frequency when they use a rope to model waves created by different pitches.
The final performance task of the unit sees students apply what they’ve learned about sound and sound waves by
building their very own “Sound Wave Watcher”. It uses the vibrations of sound to make visible patterns. We can’t wait
to see them in action!

MIDDLE SCHOOL
ENGLISH
MS. JASMINE
READER'S THEATER
Students in Grade 8
worked in small groups
to bring classic children’s
stories “alive” for the
kindergarteners.
They
developed scripts, made
directorial
decisions,
created costumes, and
props, and transformed
the stories into plays
using live action, puppets,
and technology. These
short films were shared
with our KG students as
part of Book Bonanza
Week celebration.

DYSTOPIAN PROPAGANDA
Seventh graders have been exploring how
Animal Farm is an allegory for the Russian
Revolution and The Giver is a good example
of a dystopian novel. They showed off their
creativity by using propaganda to advertise
their own utopian societies or encourage
other animals to join the rebellion in Orwell’s
novella.

REFUGEES AND RESEARCH
Sixth graders have earned
their “License to Research”
as
they
learned
to
evaluate the credibility of
websites during their
Refugee Profile project.
Ask them about the
“Endangered
Tree
Octopus!”
They will be using those
skills to explore questions
related
to
space
exploration,
settlement,
and how the brain and
nervous system respond
to conditions in space in
our next unit.

SECONDARY MUSIC
A NEW HOPE!
RETURN OF THE CONCERTS
MR. JAY

It is a period after Covid.
Student musicians, working
from their base in the Berkeley
theater, have been preparing for
their first concert in two years.
During their preparations, these
students managed to plan a
concert featuring many movies’
ultimate weapon, the FILM
SCORE, and are preparing to
perform the music from the best
movies on the entire planet.

There is a lot more to pretend play than meets the
eye. It is not only fun and engaging for the children,
but dramatic play areas are great for teaching
children about real world topics such as fire safety!
Dramatic play is also an excellent way for children
to use expressive language and practice social skills,
especially for international school students who
might be second or third language learners. At the
beginning of Quarter 3, our focus in K1 was to learn
more about people who help our communities. K1J
showed an immediate interest in firefighters and
were enthusiastic to co-construct our dramatic play
area by painting the fire that went onto our ‘burning
buildings’, and painting the splashes of water to put
out the fire. They were so excited to see their own
work used as props in a learning center. The
children had access to a fire engine, ambulance,
police car, fire hoses, hats, jackets, spray bottles, and
even walkie talkies. As dramatic play is open-ended
by nature, it was amazing to see the children’s
creativity soar while interacting with the materials
and props in this center. At any given time, we
would have a fire chief calling for more firefighters, a
police officer saving a cat from a tree, an EMT
rescuing people and driving the ambulance around
the room, and firefighters spraying the fire to save
the people in the building. This dramatic play
center has led to lots of great conversations on what
to do in emergencies and has taught the children
the value of different roles in our communities.
These are real world experiences the children get to
learn about through play. How cool!

Lead by Berkeley’s Secondary
Music teacher, Mr. Jay races
to lead the student musicians
to prepare, custodian of the
music that can save our school
community and restore freedom
to have concerts once again....

K1 FIREFIGHTERS
MS. JESS

GEARING UP TO GRADUATE
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE INDEFATIGABLE CLASS OF 2022
Spring has sprung, and all over the world, high school seniors like you sizzle with anticipation, for soon you will join the ranks of
adulthood. Some of you will head off to college, others to a gap year’s adventure, and still more straight into the workforce.
Regardless of your immediate and long-term plans, this group of graduates is truly one of a kind.
Nearly your entire high school career has been defined by the pandemic that threw the entire world into a tailspin in late 2019.
As adults and young children alike struggled to adapt to the “new normal:” a world of confusing acronyms, annoying
catchphrases, mask mandates, protests over mask mandates, Zoom classes, and virtual “fun,” somehow, you have repeatedly
proven yourselves to be mature, community-minded, and most of all, adaptable young people. While these last few years have
paradoxically proven to be both extraordinarily chaotic and supremely boring, somehow, you have come through just fine.
Perhaps it was all the Radiohead we listened to, but I can’t help but think that my peers and I, as teenagers, didn’t have the
psychological fortitude to fare nearly as well as you have if we’d been flung into the same situation.
As if a years-long global pandemic weren’t enough to foist upon a generation, your senior year has also been marred by conflict:
in Myanmar, in Afghanistan, in Ukraine, the list goes on. You’ve had to watch helplessly while the world’s leaders tried and
repeatedly failed to achieve and maintain peace. Yet you, somehow, never lost faith in the possibility of peace. If anyone can
figure out how to turn raw potential into reality, it’ll be you.
Australia, Greece, and North America burned. A massive cargo ship got stuck in the Suez Canal, single handedly crippling the
global economy. People starved while billionaires raced each other into space, if only to be able to say, “I was first.” Europe
flooded. The Olympics were boycotted. We lost Betty White.
All of this, and so much more, happened within the space of a single year.. This is the time when you should be at your most
joyful, your most hopeful. The only thing that should be occupying your mind right now is excitement for your future. You
shouldn’t have to worry, and you certainly shouldn’t have to mourn. It’s not fair that you’ve had to endure so much while you’re
still so young, but man, am I ever proud of how you’ve handled yourselves throughout this tempestuous year.
You see, any other generation might have crumbled under the weight of what the universe has thrown at you, but you didn’t.
You persevered, even when you probably felt like giving up. Nobody would have blamed you for resting, but you’re not ones to
rest when there’s important work to be done. Please, do me a favor and make sure you have as much fun as possible in these
last few months of your high school career. You’ve earned it, and this is supposed to be a happy time.
We’re almost at the end of the road, kiddos. It’s just about time for you to take over – adults will be putting the world in your
hands very soon. You might feel like you’re not ready, that you need more time, that you’re still children, but if you ever trust a
single thing I say, let it be this: You’ve got this. I believe in you. I trust you. And even long after you’ve left these hallowed halls, I’ll
always be right there behind you, cheering you on as you go out into the world and achieve whatever greatness lies ahead for
you.
I think I speak for all of us here at Berkeley when I say how incredibly proud we are of you. You’re so smart, so hardworking, and
you care so much about all the right things. The world has maybe never been in a more precarious position, but it’s also never
been in such capable hands. It’s an unfair burden to place on you, but the world needs a hero right now, and you just so happen
to be an entire generation of them. You’re going to go down in history as the protectors of our planet. I’d bet my last baht on
that.
Nelson Mandela once said, “May your choices reflect your hopes, and not your fears.” It is my hope that you’ll do exactly that.
Growing up is hard and not a little scary, particularly in the turbulent times we live in, but there’s still so much potential greatness
in the world. Sometimes you have to live through a storm to appreciate the sun, and this is your storm. Don’t worry, kiddos. The
sun will be back out soon. In the meantime, I guess we should all just learn to dance in the rain for a while.
All my love,
Ms. Jill

WELLNESS WEEK
By Eva, Audrey, and Cat

WHAT IS IT?

The bird feeders made at the Garden Party
with nuts, seeds, and peanut butter!

The purpose of Wellness Week was to promote
healthier lifestyles and encourage people to be
more active and healthy physically and
mentally. During snack, students could go to
various stalls and participate in different
activities. There was also a table with stickers
and other fun things for students to play with,
including destressing rings that students could
take home.
The garden party on Friday was filled with
various activities in the many different
corners of it during the beginning of the event.
There were game stations of Tug-of-war, tictac-toe and a game similar to bowling but with
no pins and a hoop. A station to assemble a
bird feeder on a wooden clip in the shape of a
heart with peanut butter and seeds.

Wellness Week was an event that
happened at Berkeley from the 14th till
the 18th of February. During the week,
there were stalls set up to give and
celebrate wellness, which is the way of
living from many different perspectives.
Among the stalls, there was karaoke,
board games, mindful walking, and
more. On Friday, 18 February, there
were workshops and a Garden Party
during the homeroom block. An
awesome digital room was also sent to
the whole of high school where they
could find zen spaces, live videos of
animals, board games, and other
activities to explore!
Picture of Summer’s water bottle with
many different stickers on it, including
the sticker:"Respect the drip, Karen."
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TEACHERS

Mr. Jay rocking the stickers pasted by
the 6th graders :D

STUDENTS
Students considered Wellness Week to
be a fun event, and they enjoyed the
various activities they could participate
in. Summer in grade 6 got many
stickers and a de-stressing ring at one
of the booths, along with a rock that she
painted on Friday. She said that her
favorite sticker that she got said
“Respect the drip, Karen,” and that she
drew a person on the rock. Alice in
grade 9 said that she also got stickers,
but she wasn’t able to make it to school
on Friday, so she didn’t go to the
Garden Party.

We also interviewed various teachers and
students who were able to experience
Wellness Week! We asked multiple
questions. Ms. Sarah thought that Wellness
Week went well, but she thought that next
time, students should be more involved in
setting up activities. During the Garden
Party, Mr. Jay said that he watched
middle schoolers playing tug of war and
Ms. Jill had a soda with strawberries and
observed the ducks. She also watched tug
of war like Mr. Jay, played bocce ball, and
made flower crowns. They both believed
the week was really fun and it benefitted
the students. Mr. Jay thought that the
students enjoyed it and Ms. Jill believes
that this is a stressful time for a lot of
people and we all have Covid fatigue;
everybody needs to take some time to
relax, take a break, and cheer up. Mr. Jay
got a bunch of stickers stuck on his head
from the sticker booth! Ms. Jill supervised
the flower crown making while Mr. Jay
was in charge of rock painting. Some
students even painted rocks that looked
like him!

Phew...what a week!
Overall, it seems like everyone at Berkeley
enjoyed Wellness Week, and everyone believed it
had benefited them in some way or another.
Many students and teachers had fun and
relaxed throughout the week. The Garden Party
was also filled with numerous activities.
What was your favorite part of Wellness Week?
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Kinder Thai
Ms. Kate

Sa wad dee ka everybody!
My passion quote for this quarter is…

“Imagination is more important than
knowledge. For knowledge is limited,
whereas imagination embraces the entire
world, stimulating progress, giving birth
to evolution.” - Albert Einstein.
In this quarter for Thai studies, We focus on the
topic of colors and shapes. We do a lot of fun and
exciting activities such as color hunting, collecting
shapes, Traveling to the visual robot museum in
Metaverse Spaces, making artwork with geometric
shapes to increase their imagination and creativity
skills. Also learn the Thai language through
listening to the story, saying easy words and
sentences, spelling basic words, and writing
including practicing fine motor and gross motor
skills by color, cut, and glue.

Ancient Rome
Ms. Kaitlin

As part of our study of Ancient Rome, Grade
3 students have been connecting past to
present as they discover both the good and
bad aspects of a powerful empire. Students
started by zooming in on Rome in a
blindfolded scavenger hunt, where they
explored city landmarks such as the baths,
the Roman forum, and various architectural
wonders. They lived a day in the life of
Roman citizens through a role-play of the
empire’s social class system as either a
patrician, plebeian or equestrian. A topic of
great interest was our study of Romans gods
and goddesses, as well as the mythical beasts
they adopted from the Ancient Greeks.
Students enjoyed getting to know the powers
and gifts of each god and beast, their family
trees, and some dramatic myths passed
down through the generations. Students even
designed their own mythological beasts,
complete with special strengths and animal
characteristics! To wrap up our unit, we
discovered where, how, and why the Roman
Empire expanded, and the impact of various
Roman emperors on their people. Students
collaborated to create a class “Important
Book of Roman Emperors” detailing both the
positive and negative characteristics of each
ruler. Diving back in time was a blast!
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ART IN ACTION
Ms. Melissa
Kinders created a Garden Mural displayed in the canteen. PK painted some of the backdrop, K1
made sculpted paper flowers, K2 created snails made from coffee filters, and K3 studied
symmetry designing colorful butterflies! We also started our Artist Study by discovering Wassily
Kandinsky who could “see colors” and used music in his artwork. They were introduced to the
Pop Art movement inspired by Andy Warhol prints by making their own with their hands.
Elementary students designed an Ocean Mural displayed in the canteen. G1 made printed
paper starfish and sparkly colorful jellyfish. G2 created painted papers for the seaweed and
coral background while also contributing paper rings to our giant octopus. G3 studied cool and
warm colors weaving papers to create brightly colored fish and some early finishers made the
friendly octopus head. G4 cut out corals and seaweed. G5 painted Jim Dine inspired hearts in
conjunction with Valentine’s Day and Wellness Week while continuing their study of the
Elements of Art.
Quarter 4 will see a lot of
collaboration with homeroom
social studies units on Ancient
Civilizations and the Middle Ages.
Look forward to a mini
Kindergarten art show at the
end of the Year!
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House Events
By Alicia, Yo Kim, and Jesse

EMERALD: CAPTURE THE
FLAG
The Emerald house held their event on
February 11th which took place at the
school field. The event was capture the
flag in which the main field was
divided into four parts for the teams.
The main objective of this event was to
steal the other team’s hidden flag and
bring it back to your own base. The
rules of the game were pretty simple:
Players can tag or capture opposing
players if they enter enemy
territory.
If a player gets caught by another
team, the captured player gets sent
to “jail” and must be tagged by a
teammate to be freed.
The event lasted around an hour and
even though the weather was hot due
to the event taking place outdoors,
every participant seemed to have
enjoyed it. After one whole hour of
back and forth running, the emerald
house came up on top becoming the
winners of their own house event.

UPCOMING HOUSE
EVENTS:
Garnet (March 11th)
Sapphire (April 1st)
Topaz (May 27th)

GARNET: KICK BALL
Garnet's house event will be taking place
on the 11th of March. Garnet house leaders
and their house members chose to host a
game of kickball. Kickball is set up similar
to baseball, where there is a pitcher who
rolls the ball and a kicker who kicks the
incoming ball. It is this kicker who later
tries to run through all three bases on their
way back to home base, which makes for a
total of four bases. The opposing team is
also able to get the kickers out of the game
by tagging them with the ball.

EVENT PLANNING
As for the organizing of these events, there
are a few things to consider, one being
Covid. In order to have all of high school
involved in a singular house event, students
are required to go outside for the duration
of the activity. While it isn’t a difficult rule
to follow, it can become challenging when
it comes time to organize the event,
through figuring out what events would be
fun but not too strenuous, as the students
are outside in the heat while needing to
keep their masks on. In the event that we
were to have an indoor house event, we
would all need to be separated into our
different homerooms. Common spaces,
like the gym or the theater, that were once
used to house similar events are no longer
being considered. Both the gym and
theater would not be able to safely house all
of high school, specifically with the
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theater’s limit of 50 people.

BM R O. M OI C HKA E L B O N A N Z A
We had a great Berkeley Book Bonanza this year! All
divisions celebrated reading. Kindergarteners used
paint pens to create stories on rocks. They decorated
their hallways with literary themes. They had a book
swap and enjoyed having different teachers read
stories to them. Elementary students set reading goals
and celebrated their achievements with popcorn and
movie parties. Middle School created Reader’s Theater
videos that can be shared with students now and in the
future. HS students created a “Books Cause Dangerous
Ideas” display. According to Ms. Jill, they created
propaganda posters trying to encourage people "not"
to read certain books because they'll make you feel
strong emotions, teach you things you don't need to
know, contain impossible scenarios, etc. It's tongue-incheek and the kids like it. Every day the whole school
celebrated reading by participating in Drop Everything
and Read. Secondary students won ice cream for
having a book for each session of DEAR. Middle School
students decorated their classroom doors and drew
book spines based on their favorite books. Secondary
students created bookmarks in Art Class. The whole
school enjoyed Dress Up As Your Favorite Character
Day. High School students celebrated by coming as
Shakespearean characters. This was the first time that
Ms. Jill had students come dressed as a group.
Continue to celebrate reading with your children at
home!

ELEMENTARY
MR. NAUN
PE

This third quarter has been filled with many exciting
learning experiences for our Berkeley Lions. Lions
always work hard in PE to achieve their best! We started
this quarter with the soccer unit. The unit is focused on
improving coordination and gross motor skills. In the
next unit, also focused on these skills, students learned
how to play flag football. The students enjoyed this
experience.
Recently, we learned about volleyball. Students were
practicing their volleys, setting, bumps, and spikes! A
large focus of this unit is to help students strengthen
eye-hand coordination skills. They also learned one of
the most important things, working as a team to reach
success!!! Students are doing their best, laughing and
encouraging each other, Students are enjoying their
Physical Education very much!!!!
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CULTURE AND MANNERS
MS.PUI FAI

Thailand is a land of friendliness and hospitality. It is also a land of traditions
and customs that are very different from those of the Western world. As a
foreigner, you might not be expected to effortlessly navigate the complex
world of Thai etiquette.
However, having a basic understanding of what is acceptable, what is
frowned upon, and what is outright taboo can make a big difference in your
social and professional life.
The 6th grade non-Thai students learn Thai manners, both Thai cultural
etiquette and some unwritten rules of etiquette. Practicing the proper
gesture like sitting, walking and passing things to the older ,and researching
Thai manners issues to share with classmates are the way they learn.
The most interesting and successful part is not on the Thai culture topic. But
it is on the “manners issues from my country” topic. Berkeley is truly an
international school where students come from different countries. So, it is a
perfect chance to learn manners from each student’s culture. Sharing what
they believe, respecting what their friends do in different ways, and getting
ready for living in the global community.

TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

MR. NEAL

Our second grade students had a great opportunity to demonstrate all
they have learned across several subjects during our recent business fair.
The big topic in social studies was economics where we learned about the
difference between goods and services, the steps involved in planning and
producing many of the things we buy, and how products and services are
made available to consumers. They also had the opportunity to practice
their newly acquired skills in counting money which we studied in our math
class. Our future entrepreneurs were able to gain first hand experience
through choosing their own goods, creating plans on how to produce
them, and hitting the marketplace to realize their dreams. The best thing
about this event was that everyone had a great time doing it and we were
able to help out our partner charity organization Emmanuel Day Center..
This year was unique in that our COVID prodocalls did not allow for food
or drinks to be sold, and the event was held outside in the basketball court.
Elementary and K3 students took turns visiting the fair in order to
maintain our social distancing bubbles. This did not hamper our sales this
year as demand quickly outstriped our supply leaving nothing left for our
disappointed K3 shoppers. We will be sure to give them first bids next year.
Overall it was a great success with our total sales reaching 16, 902 baht!
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HAPPINESS IS A
GARDEN PARTY
Ms. Phoenix

World renowned wellbeing expert, Deepak Chopra, advises us that
“when mind, body and spirit are in harmony, happiness is the natural
result”. During Wellness Week, we explored this concept of balance
between heart, mind, body and spirit in many ways, with a vibrant
garden party encompassing all these concepts in one glorious actionpacked celebration!
Arriving at the garden, gasps of delight and squeals of joy were to be
heard as our students instantly transported into a jubilant state of being,
with party music playing, our friendly ducks and chickens cruising
around the space, and stunning paper lanterns and hand-painted
bunting adding a special festive touch. After a brief tour of the garden
games, activity and nourishment stations, students moved free-flow
through a most indulgent and pleasurable experience!
The garden games provided an occasion for students to tend their
bodies, minds and spirits as they chose challenges that were either
individual, paired, or group, at varying levels of intensity. It felt so good
to PLAY together after such long periods of separation! From relaxed tictac-toe, to focus and skill in petanque, to strength, teamwork and
determination in the tug-of-war, the garden games were certainly a hit!
To keep up energy, and nourish bodies and minds, students powered-up
at our superfood trail mix station, or beat the heat and naturally
nourished their bodies and minds at the fancy drink station. Making
healthy natural nutrition choices is the foundation of good health, and
our students were empowered to take the lead in serving their bodies
and minds. Students mixed up some artisanal drinks with variations of
freshly brewed butterfly pea tea, fresh limes (more gasps of delight as
drinks changed color from blue to purple!), frozen strawberries and
blueberries, lemongrass sticks and soda water. Students fueled
themselves with their own mix of quality snacks, choosing from goji
berries, raisins, dried figs, roasted cashews and pumpkin and sunflower
seeds. No added sugar or artificial ingredients here, just natural power!
Changemaker craft stations provided opportunities to cultivate happy
minds and hearts with a focus on upcycling, flower power and care for
creatures. Students turned trash into treasure as they upcycled used
glass soda bottles to become unique vases, in which they made beautiful
flower arrangements. Buddha reminds us that “if we could see the
miracle of a single flower clearly, our whole life would change”, and
flower arranging certainly did elicit great pleasure for our students and
teachers alike! Our natural bird feeder station provided a peaceful
moment for students to nurture their spirit, by caring for and connecting
to the natural world around us.
Oh, to be playing, laughing, snacking, drinking, singing & creating
together, with ducks strolling by and chickens joining the fun! Happiness
certainly is a garden party!....

We are Berkeley Changemakers!
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Upcycling
Mr. Ron

After collecting a mountain of unused or
broken electronics our highschool students
started to make plans on how they can
upcycle

them

in

different

ways.

Some

research was done but the actual opening
up of these items with a hammer became
quickly the main focus of the first class. We
found out that modern electronics are not
designed to be easily serviced but have
become

just

one

time

use

disposable

products. The projects we are currently
working on are: home decorations, jewelry,
sound

system,

robots,

pool

table

and

electronic products. Some of the students
use a soldering iron for the first time and
have never actually looked inside a laptop to
see what parts are making it work. It’s a fun
project but we also learn a lot along the way.
Stay tuned because next we will move into
using resin to make products like keychains,
pendants and other jewelry out of circuit
boards and other electronic ‘waste’.

Games grade 4 learned
this quarter

Traditional
Games
Ms. Rung

For people of all nations, irrespective of
age, games are an essential part of life.
Apart from relieving stress and strain in
daily life, games help to build up
physical fitness and mental alertness.
Refreshing heart and mind, games also
create social harmony and friendliness.
The original purpose of Thai traditional
games was to form good relationships
between adults and young people. They
were

also

used

as

entertainment,

relaxation, and exercise. Thai traditional
games are played with songs and rules
Mon sorn phaa (Hiding a cloth behind one’ s back)
Ree Ree khao sarn (Catching the last one in the line)
Maak geb (Pebbles tossing and picking)
Kra-dode yaang (Rubber Jump)

to make them more entertaining. Most
traditional
found

Thai

items,

games

like

use

natural,

children's

games

everywhere.
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FOOD WASTE PROJECT
FIND OUT WHAT STUDENTS ARE
UP TO IN INTEGRATED
FINANCIAL MATH CLASS!
BY PETER AND KRIT

FOOD WASTE IS A GLOBAL
ISSUE. EACH YEAR, A BILLION
AND A HALF TONNES OF
FOOD ARE LEFT IN A LANDFILL,
WHICH IS ENOUGH TO FEED
ONE-THIRD OF OUR
POPULATION!
ALTHOUGH THIS IS A VERY DIFFICULT PROBLEM TO
FIX, PEOPLE ALL ACROSS THE WORLD ARE TRYING
TO FIND SOLUTIONS, INCLUDING STUDENTS FROM
INTEGRATED FINANCIAL MATH (IFM) CLASS.

BY SPREADING AWARENESS AROUND THE CAMPUS,
THEY EXPECT TO SEE LOWER FOOD WASTE FROM
OUR SCHOOL IN THE UPCOMING MONTHS.
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KRIT, A STUDENT OF THE IFM
CLASS WHO HAS WORKED FOR A
VERY LONG TIME ON IT, HAS
PROVIDED SOME INSIGHT INTO
THE PROJECT:
"THE GOAL OF THIS PROJECT IS TO CALCULATE
THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF FOOD WASTED IN
SCHOOL AND CREATE POSTERS, PRESENTATIONS,
OR ACTIVITIES TO ENCOURAGE STUDENTS NOT TO
THROW AWAY FOOD, THEN CHECK THE DATA
AGAIN IF FOOD WASTE HAS BEEN REDUCED.

2019's IFM class measuring
food waste.

We want students
to know the impact
of food waste on
our environment
and society. It’s not
just the IFM
students, or the
teachers who share
the responsibility,
but everyone has to
participate in order
to solve this issue.

2019's IFM class educating
students about this issue.

We hope that
students will
realize the
consequences of
them wasting
food, and feel the
need to change
their lifestyle. This
could affect
future
generations, and
it could even alter
how the
environment will
end up."

An excel sheet with the record of food waste within
school, recoded by different students in the IFM class.
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GEOMETRY IN
THE REAL
WORLD
MS. SABRINA

Throughout my time as a math teacher I often hear students say, who
invented math? As if all math was created by humans in order to torture
young minds, but math wasn’t simply invented, rather discovered.
Mathematical realism holds that mathematical entities exist independently
of the human mind. For example the approach to Geometry developed by
the Ancient Greeks has been used for over 2000 years as the basis of
geometry. Geometry comes from two Greek words, “ge” meaning “earth”
and “metria'' meaning “measuring.” Geometry is all about discovering the
world around us, and being able to apply mathematical concepts to build
and create.
This year in Geometry the students at Berkeley have had the opportunity to
do several different types of projects as we have studied Geometry
concepts throughout the year. One of our first units we studied was about
transformations in the coordinate plane. Students were able to apply the
things we learned about translations, rotations and reflections to create
their own illustrations.
One of the more popular projects of the year was to create a bridge solely
made of toothpicks. The students used their knowledge and understanding
of parallelograms, triangles, and stability to plan, research, draw, create and
construct a bridge that they thought would be the strongest, and hold the
most weight. Students had a lot of fun testing out how many kilos of water
their bridges could hold.
In one of our most recent units, students studied similarity and congruence.
They applied their knowledge of scale factors to design an apartment with a
limit of 70 square meters. They drew out their designs on paper, calculated
the size of each room, and what their actual dimensions would be, and
finally made a digital version of their apartment. It was so fun to see their
creativity come out. Math is so applicable in the real world, and I hope
students have been able to see that in Geometry.

BRAIN TEASERS
Ms. Sarah

If challenging your mind with
visual brain teasers and puzzles
sounds like your idea of fun, then
you’re in luck—doing visual
puzzles is a great way to
encourage logical thinking and
help us develop those allimportant problem-solving skills.
Solving visual puzzles requires
nonverbal reasoning and the
ability to analyze and synthesize
abstract visual stimuli, so by
doing visual brain teasers, you’re
sharpening those skills. Think of
it as a workout for your brain!
The answers to these brain
teasers can all be found on page
33, so we won’t give them away
until you’ve had a chance to do a
little
mental
workout
and
improve
your
own
lateral
thinking.

HS MANDARIN
Ms. Yan
After the New Year, HS Mandarin I and Mandarin II have continued to be busy with all
kinds of different classroom activities to expand their vocabularies, practice the
grammar and structures, and to develop their language and communicative skills. Each
student has created their unique ebook on the website Book Creator to record every
dialogue they have learned. They could design the book layout freely and record their
own reading. In class we also use a variety of activities to practice the new words and
structures, including making flashcards, posters, and picture writing, etc. During Chinese
New Year, we celebrated with Chinese cultural activities, like paper cutting, making Tiger
flags, making CNY collage work, etc. Some students also learned a traditional Chinese
dance and filmed a dancing video. Now both Mandarin I and II classes are working
collaboratively on a food translation project, in which all HS students are involved in
developing a system to help non-Thai speakers get more out of Thailand. We believe
that our HS students will become more responsible in teamwork and respond to
problems and challenges more positively after this project.

PASSIONATE ABOUT SCIENCE
If you ask me what my favorite thing in the world is, I will
always reply, “Science!”. Science is, for me, the most
fascinating thing in the universe. I love the chance to
explore the unknown, to figure out how things work, and to
try to pass that love on to my students.

MS. STEF

Berkeley is passionate about getting the best tools available
to teach students, and with science that can sometimes be a
bit of a challenge! However, through a series of fortunate
events, we have gotten some amazing new science tools at
Berkeley this year. The high school science team is
committed to obtaining the best lab materials and modeling
kits available for our students to learn this incredible field.
In Biology and Lab Tech this year students have been using
micropipettes, a tool used for moving very very small
amounts of liquid. These tools are a staple in the Biotech
world.
They will use these tools to perform Gel
Electrophoresis and also do PCR before the end of the year.
Biology students have also been using amazing new models
to understand how DNA works and how it replicates and is
turned into mRNA and then protein!
AP Chem students have been using incredible portable
sensors to run labs and collect data about CO2 and O2
levels, pH levels, temperature, and more! Next year the
Chemistry courses will be receiving more of these amazing
sensors and performing evenmore labs with them.
It’s truly an exciting time to be a Science educator and
student here at Berkeley!

THAI LITERATURE
Middle School native Thai students have been working hard in Thai class
this quarter. They have focused on learning famous Thai literature which
is recommended to read and suits their levels.
The 6th-grade students learn about the story called Sang Thong or The
Golden Prince of the Conch Shell which is the story of a prince who
acquires a golden countenance and saves the kingdom.
The 7th-grade students learn about the story of Phra Aphai Mani which
was composed by Thai most famous poet Sunthorn Phu and is
considered to be one of Thailand's national epics.
The 8th-grade students spent most of their time with Thai good
meaningful proverbs in the Sukhothai period called Supasit Phra Ruang.
We were impressed that our MS native Thai students have learned lots
of vocabulary, have developed their reading comprehension skills, and
have practiced their analyzing skills through learning Thai literature.

MS. THAYIKA

SerVICE COMING
TO BERKELEY IN
2023
MR. STEVEN

It has been decided that Berkeley will be the host of the
ServICE conference for 2023. In a meeting with other
teachers and leaders around Bangkok, Mr. Steven pitched
the idea of having the annual conference at Berkeley next
year and the idea was met with great support. Students
are already starting to plan for possible themes, trips,
guest speakers and how-to sessions.
ServICE is a for-students and by-students event that
provides opportunities to inspire, connect, and empower
one another in order to bring positive change to their
communities. Next year, the conference will be in its
twelfth year and, as always, will be designed to inspire
students to connect with their communities in practical
ways.
This year, ServICE was held in person for the first time since
2019 at the International School of Bangkok. Eight students
from Berkeley attended the conference on behalf of Grin
Green International in order to connect with others and
share the success and future of GGI. Students Marin
Manago and Celicia Cordes took an opportunity to
announce GGI’s mission to everyone attending and all
students sold GGI and WeSwear merchandise.
Keep an eye out this fall for a formal announcement of the
date and theme for ServICE 2023 and reach out to Mr.
Steven, Marin or Celicia for more information if you’d like
to help organize the conference.

BRAIN TEASER
ANSWERS

1. A
2. Turn the picture upside down. You will
then see the following number sequence:
86, ?, 88, 89, 90, 91. So the answer is 87.
3. B and C can be immediately rejected
visually. D will create a mirror image of
the given cube. So the correct answer is
A.
4. 9
5. C
6. You can make the word ‘ten’ by removing
the bottom matchstick and two side
matchsticks from the first letter. The farright matchstick on the second letter and
the top and bottom matchstick on the
third letter.
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ANCIENT EGYPT
Ms. Sylvia
One of the most exciting units in First Grade is our Ancient
Egypt unit. It is an interdisciplinary unit, which brings
together social studies, literacy, art and music. Pre-Covid
days, it also included a dance and musical performance
along with student presentations. Covid may be here, but it
didn’t stop the fun and learning going on in First Grade!
Students first studied the geography of Egypt. They
researched the Nile and its importance to daily Egyptian life.
The class also explored who the pharaohs were, as well as
the lives of everyday people in ancient Egypt. They read
about the pyramids and the mummies buried there, about
gods and goddesses revered by the ancient Egyptians,
about the Egyptian writing known as hieroglyphs, and about
the famous pharaoh Tutankhamen. This unit also had
plenty of hands-on activities, students made jewelry to wear
with their costumes, learned Egyptian dances and a lot of
history, wrote their names in hieroglyphics, and designed
their own sarcophagus. Our goal is for this unit will help
students understand and appreciate early civilizations that
have had a lasting impact on the world.

BUTTERFLIES
Ms. Ursula

We had an exciting four weeks in Pre-K watching seven (7) caterpillars
change appearance. Their transformation was from an immature
stage (as a caterpillar) to an adult stage (as a butterfly), known as
metamorphosis. The life cycle of a butterfly is truly unique! There are
four (4) stages of Metamorphosis; Egg, larva, pupa, and adult. The
Butterfly lays the egg on a leaf. It hatches into a larva (caterpillars). The
Caterpillar eats a lot of fresh leaves (we fed ours fresh lime leaves),
then it spins a pupa/cocoon/chrysalis around itself and then over a
short time transforms into a Butterfly. It’s truly a magical experience
to observe. The Pre-K students loved it. They were so fascinated and
amazed at the process. The photos speak for themselves as the
Caterpillars and the Butterflies were all quite stunning. We set them
all free in the Kinder playground.
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